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anti-republican support, and to connive at various clan-
destine activities amongst the officer caste, and also
amongst the monarchists.
This gave Herr Hitler and Signor Mussolini the
opportunity which they wanted, and from 1934 onwards
their agents were busy. Juan March and Calvo Sotelo
were suitable go-betweens, and the first stages of the
1936 revolt were settled in those days. German per-
meation was arranged through her consuls and the
Embassy. Zuchristan and Hans Hellerman were
employed to organize the large German population in
Eastern Spain, and prepare them to take part in a Nazi
rising. These two men began their operations in 1934,
were extremely active through 1935, and had full lists
of * front-line fighters * ready by June 15th of the follow-
ing year. Intimate contacts were established with
Spanish Generals, notably General Goded in Catalonia,
and General Millan Astray in Morocco. It was in the
latter country that propaganda and intrigues against the
republic could be carried on most easily. Nazi officers
were drafted into the Spanish Foreign Legion, a force
which was to play an important part in the 1936 revolt.
German business men, well supplied with funds, helped
to organize Jew-baiting amongst the Moors, serving
a number of useful purposes by reviving and intensifying
this ancient feud.1
Signor Mussolini began his * permeation * about the
same time, and adopted similar methods. In March^
1934, he and Signor Italo Balbo received a monarchist
deputation in Rome, and came to terms with them.
1A full account of German intrigues in Eastern Spain is given
in The Nad Conspiracy in Spain. Owing to the collapse of the
revolt in Barcelona the Government gained possession of many
documents, some of which are reproduced. The Germans installed
themselves in the Canaries, as the Italians did in Majorca.

